The Iris Murdoch Collections at Kingston University Archives and Special Collections

Katie Giles
Archivist
• New Home for Archives and Special Collections
  – New location
  – Custom built searchroom - more space and facilities for researchers
  – New collections store - more shelf capacity and better conditions for collections
  – Collections Care area
  – Seminar Room
• When visiting the Archives
  – Make an appointment in advance by emailing archives@kingston.ac.uk
  – Use pencil or laptop to make notes, not pens
  – Please do not bring food or drink into the Archive
  – Be aware of what you would like to look at- either let us know in advance or on the day
  – Any questions? Please ask
Searching the Archives Catalogue

Web address: http://kuadlib.kingston.ac.uk
New Collections: Denis Paul Archive
New Collections: John Gheerhaert Archive
New Collection: Raymond Queneau Letters

Purchased with the help of grants from: MLA/ V&A Purchase Grant Fund, the National Heritage Memorial Fund, the Friends of the National Libraries and donations from members of the Iris Murdoch Society and the Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences at Kingston University
Before that I was bothered about trying to marry somebody, but it didn't come off. Just as well maybe, I could have stopped if I had thought about it. I'd get some work done. If I could learn English from another French.
I know you are very busy
but may I nevertheless point out that I haven’t
had a letter from you since
(I think) July. I know too
that I didn’t write for a
long time, but I am hoping
that you are not cross with
me. Vous ne m’en voulez pas?
And Finally...
Any questions?
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